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religion and communism
in the soviet union
and eastern europe

robert R king

the

starting point for many a discussion of communism
and religion is the statement by karl marx surely one of his
most frequently quoted passages that religion is the opium
of the people the context in which this particular passage
occurs however is less sarcastic
the sigh of the oppressed creature the heart of a
ust as it is the spirit of a spiritless situaheartless world lust
just
tion it is the opium of the people 1

religion

is

in this case marx saw religion as a compensation to those who
were deprived of happiness
liap piness in this world and who therefore
sought it in looking forward to better conditions in the life to
ile
lle
conne
he was charitable toward those who in his view
corne
come while lie
were forced to turn to religious fantasies in order to find satisfaction he was harshly critical of the bourgeoisie whom he
considered to be cynically making use of religion wittingly
or unwittingly as a tool in their suppression of the working
class

marx

concept of historical materialism which holds that
tile
tlle
the social and political systems determine phenomena in the
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sphere of consciousness and that the social and political orders
ic base
economic
are ultimately determined by the underlying econom
provides the basis for atheism and criticism of religion in
communist ideology in his writings on the alienation of man
lle
lie
ile declared that man
he
inan must create himself must become what
lie
lle
ile essentially is instead of losing himself in a religious dream
he
pselidoself realization by accepting a relireligion provides pseudoself
gious view man accepts the shadow of self realization rather
than its substance seeming rather than being for marx
then religion was a delusion or an expression of false conscious ness
sciousness
in his dialectics of nature engels moved one step beyond
historical materialism creating the metaphysical system known
as dialectical materialism which is stronger yet in its implied
atheism lenin was also more explicit than marx in denying
the existence of anything nonmaterial and thus also in denying
any basis for religion
the philosophical and ideological foundations of marxism
leninism s atheistic and antireligious content however are
only one aspect of the relationship between communism and
religion of no less significance is the political question of
how these ideological prescriptions are interpreted and
and applied
by communist parties once they have come to exercise political
power in a specific state ideologies of any type do not long
survive as abstract philosophies they seek to capture for themselves a power base either a party a social class or ultitely a state such a conquest however results in a transformately
lna
ina
mation of both the ideology and its power base the demands
of the ideology and the requirements of retaining political
power force the creation of a symbiotic relationship const
stantine s decision to adopt christianity profoundly influenced
the roman empire but at the same time this trans
transformation
form atlon
could not have taken place if the church had not adapted itself
to the demands inherent in serving as the official creed just
as the state officials satisfied demands of the church so the
church acted to further goals of the state
the ideas of marx and lenin as interpreted by the communist parties of the soviet union and eastern europe have
undergone a subtle process of transformation
trans form atlon as they have confronted their national historical inheritances and contemporary
realities this does not mean that the atheism inherent in
communist doctrine has been abandoned it does suggest how
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ever that in practice the communist attitude toward religion
has been subject to significant variation and thus the relationship between communism and religion is subject to dispassionate analysis just as are other less emotional topics
there are a number of aspects to the political relationship
between religion and the communist states in eastern europe
each of which has
ilas required a different type of response from
lias
the communist regimes three main
maln areas are particularly relevant in considering church state relations first are the ideological or philosophical differences which have resulted in
party and church competition to influence the beliefs of the
population second are state efforts to control the organizational or institutional elements associated with religion the
adl
ninis
hierarchy church schools and seminaries
adminisserninaries property the adi
trative organization third and peculiar to eastern europe
and the soviet union is the effect upon the church state relations of the close link between religion and national conscious ness religion is a major
sciousness
malor factor in determining nationality
maior
in this area of the world
RELIGIOUS FAITH AND MILITANT ATHEISM

the

first aspect of the relationship between religion and
communism in eastern europe is the struggle to influence
the beliefs of the population the ideological atheism of
marxism leninism and the obligation of the party to propagate
this view conflict sharply with the religious concept of a supreme being and the consequences of this premise although
there are a number of true nonbelievers
tile
the party ranks who
non believers in tiie
feel an obligation to convert the world to atheism the campaigns against religious belief are conducted as much for political as for ideological reasons
A primary consideration that lies behind the militant atheism of the party is the fact that religious belief challenges the
ideological justification for communist party rule the official
version of marxism leninism casts the party in the role of the
vanguard of the working class it rules as the expression of
the interests of the proletariat in the process of bringing about
social economic political and ideological revolution although
most members of the working class may not yet have reached
the point of recognizing their own true interests the party
seeks to educate the proletariat in this respect and claims to
11
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act on behalf of this class As zbigniew brzezinski phrases
ilas the important effect of transforming the
lias
it ideology has
party s power into authority 2 if this justification for party
rule is to be valid however one must accept the idea of class
conflict advanced by marx and engels and the concepts of
historical and dialectical materialism upon which it is based
marxism leninism therefore presents itself not merely as an
economic political or social theory but as an integral weltan
wleltan
beltan
schau ung which seeks to explain the nature of the world since
schauung
the party rules as the incarnation of official ideology to admit
the validity of any other world view opens the door to potential
challenge of its position and power
another reason for propagating atheism is related to the
party s compulsion to dominate all institutions in society and
to eliminate any serious rivals for power one of the fundamental sources of the influence wielded by the church as an
institution is the allegiance the faithful give to it because of
their belief in god and their conviction that the church is a
means through which they can draw closer to him in pre
communist times the power of the churches was also based
on the property they possessed and their connections with the
lias
has resulted in the seizure
ruling elite but communist rule ilas
of church property and the imposition of severe restrictions
on the church as an institution As a result the spiritual allegiance of the faithful is now the most important source of the
church s strength and in seeking to destroy belief in god atheist propaganda seeks to undermine this remaining source of

influence
communist authorities are very careful to make a distinction between state and party attitudes toward religion the
state according to their view must see that religious institutions are completely separated from the state and the school
system and that they restrict their activities to the performance
of religious rites individuals so long as they do not violate
the laws of the state should be permitted to follow any religion but they must also be permitted to hold no religious
belief if they so choose in any case personal beliefs should
not be cause for discrimination and all religious institutions
should be treated equally the communist party on the other
hand has an obligation to work actively to liberate the popu
zbigniew brzezinski ideology and power in soviet politics
new york frederick A praeger 1967 p 80
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lation from religious prejudices and to this end engages in extensive atheistic propaganda
this distinction between state and party responsibilities
however has not been strictly adhered to in practice although
a separation of functions exists the lines between party and
state are blurred and it is often difficult to distinguish where
party functions cease and state ones begin the control of religious organizations is essentially a state function but the
motive for this control is to eliminate any competing center
of power that might rival the party although waging the campaign against religion is primarily a party function the state
ilas actively assisted the party in this task through among other
lias
has
things the school system the educational system is specifically
commissioned to educate youth in the spirit of marxism lenin
ism and the state carefully limits or prohibits religious education of the young
despite this overlapping of functions with the state the
party has assumed the primary responsibility for combating
religious prejudice among the masses party propaganda organizations have led the attack on religious belief but since
their responsibilities include the whole spectrum of party propaganda concerns antireligious activity has received somewhat
sporadic attention
in most communist countries special antireligious agencies
have been set up under the party to deal primarily with the
task of spreading atheism in the soviet union where atheistic
ilas
has probably been the most vigorous a party
propaganda lias
commission on the implementation of the decree on the separation of church and state attached to the central committee was established in 1922 to guide antireligious policy
in 1925 a mass organization the league of the militant godless was created to foster the spread of atheism and by 1932
its membership was said to be over five million during the
second world war and until stalin s death in 1953 a more
tolerant attitude toward the churches led to the dissolution
of the league and to a decline in antireligious propaganda
although no new mass organization was established in 1954
when the antireligious campaign was renewed the ananie
znanie
knowledge society an organization designed to mobilize
the intelligentsia to provide adult education and spread propaganda among the masses
inasses was encouraged to take the lead but
1
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although its lecturers frequently deal with atheism
atile ism it has not
atlle
atlie
become a purely antireligious institution 3i
generally speaking there has been an attempt to link
science with the campaign for atheism in most cases the
national scientific academies have sections that produce and
disseminate scientific knowledge which discredits religious
beliefs the slovak academy of sciences for example has
tile
the numerous
among tiie
nuni erous institutes attached to it an institute of
Atlie
scientific atheism
atlle ism the antireligious propaganda campaign
ilas received a lower
lias
has
loer priority than other urgent problems facing
the parties and this aspect of party work has thus been allotted
to or has attracted fanatical but less competent party cadres
than have other areas
winch
there are certain elements of communist ideology which
make it a substitute for religion A communist must be con
averted
lle
lie
verted and once ile
he is converted lie
ile
lle
he is expected to convince
others and the ideology demands full devotion there are
prophets marx engels lenin and sacred books das kap
trai
ital
nai the communist manifesto imperialism the highest
nal
hal
stage of capitalism to name only a few in its antireligious
lias gone still further and has sought to
has
campaign the party ilas
duplicate church ritual in order to fulfill the need for special
celebrations at certain points in an individual s life secular
naming and burial ceremonies are analogous to religious bap
cism
tism christening and burial rites and much effort has been
made to add pomp and ceremony to civil marriage in order
to discourage religious weddings
despite official restrictions on church activities and the
party sponsored propaganda campaign against religious belief the number of believers in communist states is still sursingly large precise figures are not easily found and are
prisingly
pri
still more difficult to verify nevertheless there are some in
indications in slovakia the results of a survey published in
1970 showed that 734 per cent of the blue collar workers
545
912
54
54.3
91
91.2
5433 per cent
9122 per cent of the peasants and farmers and 543
of the white collar workers are believers and only 14 per cent
of the total slovak population could be classed as atheists
the published report of a similar sociological survey in rumania
manla did not give specific data but concluded that the study
lines
maln iines
ines of soviet
for a discussion of the main
solet atheist propaganda see joan
grossman
ann
1gious propaganda in the soviet
religious
delaney
leadership of and
anti rel
antl
rei
union studies in soviet thought 12 1972
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in hungary
provides proof of the persistence of religion
ilas officially criticized party members for permitting
lias
the party has
their children to be baptized and to participate in religious
instruction and for participating themselves in religious ceremonies including weddings and burials it is frequently noted
in reports on eastern europe that religious belief persists
primarily among the older generation and that young people
are less influenced by it this is probably true but nevertheless
many young people are still believers in rumania the party
leader criticized members of the union of communist youth
not only for attending church services on special holidays but
for being in the first rows bowing and praying 4
1

THE CHURCH AS

A RIVAL FOR

POWER

the

system of governing which the communist parties of
the soviet union and eastern europe sought to establish when
came to power included what brzezinski calls an organithey carne
to absorb andor destroy all social
zational
zat ional compulsion
groups that might even constitute passive obstructions to the
movement s dynamic need to subordinate society totally to its
r
power
this unwillingness to tolerate competing centers of
power and the effort to eliminate any form of pluralism is
one of the major characteristics of communist political rule
this is not to say however that this end has been successfully
achieved circumstances have required adjusting the goal of
achieving monolithic power to the realities of politics it must
also be kept in mind that there are significant variations among
the communist states of eastern europe and over time there
are differences in the degree of control achieved within any
single state
the goal of eliminating all rival loci of power although
ilas brought the comlias
bas not been completely achieved has
it has
ith church institutions which
munist regimes into conflict vith
in eastern europe and the soviet union wielded considerable
tile establishment of the
tiie
political and economic power prior to the
tiley claimed the allegiance of
tlley
communist governments they
october 1972 ceausescu s speech which was broad
cast live
lie contained very sharp comments on the attitude of youth to religion but
in the version
scinteia on the following day these
arsion published in the party daily scinthia
erslon
ersion
nformad on on the persistence of
critic
iams were considerably toned down for information
isms
criticisms
sacro
logia
sociologic
sociologia
islava
Brat
bratislava
lovia bratislav
Bratis
religious beliefs see Socio
sociolovia
bratislaa
laa no 1 january march 1970
parfelel
paitelet
fiet
flet
december
el budapest
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vfiforul social bucharest no 1 1973 and paft
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Parfel
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sizable portions of the population the roman catholic and
arnounts
amounts
ounts of
orthodox churches exercised control over large arn
property extensive charitable activities increased their infludoininated or heavily influenced by
ence and education was dominated
the local established church
once the communist parties succeeded in consolidating
their authority the pattern of action against religious institutions was much the same laws and constitutional provisions
were adopted which granted freedom of religion but at the
same time the right to disbelieve was expressly specified the
freedom
soviet constitution of 1936 for example provides
of religious worship and freedom to engage in antireligious
propaganda are recognized for all citizens 0 in most cases
freedomi to engage in antireligious propaganda
however the freedon
was interpreted rather broadly while the freedom of religious
worship was rather narrowly circumscribed laws were enacted under which church operated schools were nationalized
and church property seized in some cases buildings used for
worship were ultimately returned but since a large proportion
come from other land holdings charof church revenues had corne
itable activities had to be curtailed the clergy had to undergo
considerable hardship and the funds available for the upkeep
of the buildings that were retained were limited the nationach operated schools was a serious blow to
u rch
alization of ch
church
religious influence in hungary for example some 60 per
cent of the schools in the country were roman catholic the
activities of seminaries and ether institutions for the training
of clergy were restricted severe limitations were placed on
the number of students they could admit and many were
closed altogether church and state were legally separated
and each communist government created an office of religious
affairs to control church activity these government agencies
exercised considerable authority over all religious denominations the state provided funds for the church regulated
appointments of the clergy and approved the election of officials to the hierarchy church officials were required to proclaim loyalty to the state and its policies and those who opposed these measures were brought to trial and imprisoned

the provisions

of this article are almost identical with article
13 of the 1918 soviet constitution for the texts of these documents see jan F
triska ed constitutions of the communist party states stanford california
the hoover institution 1968

article
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because the issue was one of control churches that were
willing to acknowledge the supremacy of communist authority
and reach accommodations with it fared better than those that
resisted generally speaking the eastern orthodox churches
were more willing to cooperate than was the roman catholic
the eastern orthodox traditions of separate autonomous
national churches having only superficial links with each other
and with the ecumenical patriarch in istanbul and of close cooperation with state officials both of which long predated
the communist parties acquisition of power made such accommodation easier clergy who were willing to accept comwito opwilo
munist demands were given preference and those who
posed the new restraints were incarcerated
in the soviet union the process of bringing the russian
orthodox church under state and party control was given high
d betat
etat of 1917 because of
detat
priority after the bolshevik coup d6tat
the very close relationship between the church and the tsarist
regime that had existed before the october revolution the
communist party regarded this as a particularly important
task in the period between 1917 and 1941 the church was
subjected to three major campaigns involving persecution of
the clergy and the placing of restraints on the right to worship
coupled with antireligious propaganda each of these campaigns was in turn followed by a period of moderation during
which antireligious activities did not cease altogether but became less vigorous germany s attack on the soviet union in
june 1941 marked the beginning of a new period of toleration
toward the russian orthodox church As soviet troops sought
wlehrniacht
to hold back the invading Wehr
wehrmacht
webr macht the orthodox hierarchy
rallied to the defense of the motherland by issuing proclamations encouraging the war effort and making financial contributions faced with the task of defeating germany stalin
altered his earlier approach and adopted policies favorable to
both the russian orthodox church and russian nationalism
the church benefited from this arrangement there was a revival of religion and the number of orthodox congregations
increased significantly after the war the church was permitted
to maintain and even improve the position it had achieved
in return for its support of soviet foreign and domestic policies
but the relative tolerance of religion that marked soviet policy
tinder
under stalin after 1941 did not continue long after the dictator s death in 1954 an intensified campaign against the
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church and religion was initiated and has continued with
varying degrees of vigor since then the situation of the
churches remains far from favorable but the persecution to
which they are subjected is relatively minor compared to that
of the 1930s although it is still serious nevertheless the
size and influence of the russian orthodox community are
significant there are more functioning orthodox congregations at present than there were in 1944 statistics must be
treated with caution but the number of people actively practicing religion in the soviet union is in the realm of 40 million
with some estimates as high as 64 million 7 the russian orthodox church survives in the soviet union because it is no
threat to the regime church dignitaries call upon the faithful
men C 8
to pray for their god protected country and its govern
government
the government in return acknowledges the services of the
church for exa
example
niple patriarch aleksei received the order of
the red banner of socialist labor three times 9
the process of achieving an accommodation between the
orthodox churches and the communist governments after 1945
went more smoothly in eastern europe than it had in the soviet
union the serbian orthodox church in yugoslavia and the
bulgarian and rumanian orthodox churches came to terms
relatively quickly with the new governments although the
activities of all three were restricted and in all some
sorne members
of the clergy were uncooperative the serbian church has retained sorne
somewhat
what greater autonomy because of the unique political situation in yugoslavia the bulgarian and rumanian
povell the effectiveness of soviet antireligious
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churches however have become essentially instruments of state
policy
dealing with the roman catholic church has been a more
complex and difficult task for the east european communist
parties the catholic faithful and clergy acknowledge allegiance to and accept guidance from a supreme authority beyond
the boundaries of all individual states the catholic church s
strong international connections give it a resiliency that autonomous national denominations do not have also the catholic tradition in western and central europe has not been one
of subservience of church to state as was the case with the
eastern orthodox denominations the resolve of the east
european regimes to establish control over catholic religious
ythened
Yth ened by the antistrengthened
stren
bodies within their boundaries was astren
communist stance of the vatican and its links with catholics
in

western europe
one of the actions taken

rumanian
governments was to force the merger of the uniate or greek
catholic churches with the predominant eastern orthodox
church the uniate groups acknowledge the pope as supreme
by the soviet and

head of the
tile church but their liturgy and organization follow
tiie
the eastern orthodox tradition which they have observed
since their conversion to christianity before the ninth century
unmates living in transylvania now western rumania acuniates
cepted papal authority in the seventeenth century when the
uniates of the
area was a part of the austrian empire the
tiie
tile unmates
soviet union were ethnic ukrainians who inhabited territories
that were annexed from poland and czechoslovakia after
II they had likewise accepted papal authority in
world war 11
the seventeenth century when they were under austrian rule
when the communist party came to power in rumania and
when the soviet union annexed eastern galicia from poland
and the
tile carpatho ukraine from czechoslovakia during world
tlle
war 11II there were approximately one and a half million and
three and a half million unmates
uniates in the two states respectively
since these christians observe the byzantine rite which the orthodox churches also follow it was considered simple for them
to sever connections with rome and return to the fold of orttho doxy tills
hodoxy
this served two purposes it broke the uniate link
with the vatican and it emphasized to the more compliant
orthodox hierarchy the value of cooperating with communist
officials since the reconversion of the unmates
uniates had been an
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orthodox aim for generations the ukrainian uniate conions were merged with the russian orthodox church
gregations
gregat
in 1946 and the transylvanian uniate congregations joined
the rumanian orthodox church in 1948 these moves were
accomplished under official pressure and members of the
clergy who opposed it were imprisoned
the roman catholic church in poland hungary czechoslovakia and northern yugoslavia however proved to be more
of a problem to the new communist regimes catholics made
up the major portion of the local population and since they
were solidly latin by tradition they could not easily be merged
with the orthodox church the leading catholic clerics in
all four countries became focal points of opposition to the new
communist regimes and all were subsequently restricted to a
greater or lesser degree in the performance of their pastoral
Ste
duties this was the fate of archbishop stepanac
pinac of zagreb
stepinac

yugoslavia cardinal mindszenty of hungary archbishop
beran of czechoslovakia and cardinal wyszynski of poland
communist authorities were more successful in ultimately
securing the compliance of catholic leaders in czechoslovakia
and hungary than they were in poland and croatia although
in all areas resistance was vigorous in czechoslovakia and
hungary the catholic population while still substantial represents a smaller proportion of the total calvinist protestants
make up a quarter of the population of hungary and there are
Luth
erans as well protestant groups are also to be found in
lutherans
czech areas in hungary slovakia and croatia some
soine of the
catholic hierarchy were tainted by association with the fascist
II and in most
governments of these areas during world war 11
cases at least some were found who were willing to cooperate
on terms acceptable to the new regimes and this in turn led
to division within the church associations of catholic laymen
and clergy were formed which accepted communist authority
but the more staunchly anti
anticommunist
communist hierarchy supported
the vatican refused cooperation and vigorously opposed any
encroachments
ments upon church prerogatives
state encroach
by and large the parties in hungary and czechoslovakia
succeeded in weakening catholic influence and in undermining
the church as a center of power outside party control in
croatia the break between tito and stalin in 1948 and the
political and economic reforms that followed forced accommodation between the party and the catholic church although
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stepanac
archbishop Ste
stepinac
pinac was not permitted to resume his duties
church officials acceptable to both the vatican and the yugoslav league of communists were found As yugoslav society

and the country s econ
orny have evolved in the direction of
economy
greater pluralism the catholic church as well as other reilas been given greater latitude
lias
ligious groups in yugoslavia has
the recent strengthening of the party and the concern for
ideological revitalization that has been evident since 1971 have
led to renewed conflict as the party has sought to limit church
influence
tile
in poland tiie
the catholic church has been most successful in
maintaining its power despite efforts of the communist party
to undermine it the catholic position in poland is strengthened by the fact that as a result of the boundary changes
which resulted from world war 11
II the country is almost entirely polish and overwhelmingly catholic polish nationalism
has been linked with catholicism and the church played a
significant role in polish life before the communist dominated
government came to power to a greater extent than in any
other east european country the polish catholic church has
remained a strong dynamic alternative center of power
the unique position of the church in poland before world
war 11II prepared the way for the continuation of its influence
but political developments since 1945 have also contributed to
this throughout eastern europe at times when the party
ilas
clearly lias
has the upper hand the campaign against religion is
rigorously pressed but when communist control is threatened
the party relaxes its campaign against the church in the wave
of unrest that swept through eastern europe in 1956 poland
very nearly suffered the chaos and disaster that befell hungary
ilis program to stabilize
his
in its ill fated revolution As part of liis
the situation the new polish party leader wladyslaw gomulka
visendi with the church in which
reached an unwritten modus vivendi
the latter would support his efforts to avert chaos in poland
in return for full freedom of religious activity neither gomulka nor cardinal wyszynski nurtured any illusions about
the other s intentions but it was in the interest of both to reach
an agreement once the party had reestablished its control it
began a policy of petty harassment of the church whose power
made the consequences of a frontal assault too costly the
church for its part used the temporary respite to strengthen
its position in the struggle with the party by the mid 1960s
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ilo wever the party and state had again regained the initiative
iio
lio
however
and attacks on the church were intensified in the internal
crisis that followed the polish workers riots of december 1970
the polish regime again made conciliatory moves toward the
church nevertheless the underlying differences were not resolved and following a period of improvement their relationship is again strained
on
oil the question of relations between the catholic church
and the communist governments the vatican is a significant
issue the appointment of bishops and higher church officials
requires the approval of the vatican as well as that of secular
authorities at various times east european governments have
sought to weaken and divide the national catholic hierarchies
by making direct approaches to the vatican this was encou
couraged
raged by popes john XXIII and paul VI both of whom
showed interest in reducing the hostility between the catholic
church and the east european governments the polish government approached the vatican in the early 1960s and indicated interest in direct warsaw vatican negotiations in an
ail atali
all
tempt to undercut cardinal wyszynski s position in the polish
hierarchy and to encourage those elements who favored a more
lio
iio
however
wever
flexible approach to church state relations rome ilo
insisted that cardinal wyszynski must be involved in any
warsaw vatican negotiations and little progress was made
in the aftermath of the events of december 1970 and the
changes in government and party leadership that followed
the polish government established official contacts with the
vatican for the first time and other high level negotiations
have subsequently taken place A limited agreement was
reached
readied to maintain permanent contact but a number of important issues remain unresolved
A limited agreement was also reached between the hungarian government and the vatican in 1964 under which a
number of long vacant sees were to be filled although full reslern
problem
olution of all outstanding issues was precluded by the prob
of the primate of hungary cardinal mindszenty who had
sought asylum in the american legation in budapest in 1956
and had remained there in september 1971 however the
hungarian government and the vatican came to an accord
under which mindszenty eventually went into exile in vienna
and certain personnel changes were made in the administration
of the church in hungary although the vatican formally con
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linued to recognize cardinal mindszenty as primate until early
tinued
1974 the hungarian government has not done so since his
trial and imprisonment in 1949 the vatican s desire to retire
mindszenty as archbishop and primate of hungary a decision
with which the cardinal did not agree led in january 1975 to
agreement between the vatican and the hungarian governserles of new bishops
ment on the appointment of a series
in early 1973 czechoslovakia also took a first step toward
improving relations with the vatican by working out an agreement on the appointment of four new bishops though negotiations were difficult and protracted and both sides were required to compromise
the efforts of the east european governments and the vatican to reach compromises reflect a new attitude on the part of
both the vatican has shown increasing willingness to come to
terms with the political realities of eastern europe in the interest of preserving what remains of the church s influence
and of creating a climate in which it is hoped the clergy will
be given more freedom to carry out their duties this has produced certain conflicts of interest between rigidly anti com
munist
inunist elements in the east european clergy on the one hand
eunist
and other members of the clergy and vatican officials who are
more flexible on issues of church state relations on the other
the east european governments also have their own reasons
for permitting the churches greater latitude than in the past
in part this is because the regimes feel a good deal iimore
lore self
confident today the economic and social progress achieved in
eastern europe has been in large measure responsible for an
increasing degree of popular acceptance of communist rule
and in response to the growing interest in detente the govments have been anxious to show good will and resolve
ern
ernments
outstanding east west conflicts improving relations with
the vatican is part of a more conciliatory policy toward the
ilas been emerging generally in eastern europe
has
west which lias
over the last few years 10
in their efforts to eliminate rivals for power the communist parties of eastern europe have had the greatest success in establishing dominance over the national eastern orthodox churches As noted above the catholic church has
relations with eastern europe see knut waif die ostpolitik
jakob stehle va
hansjacob
and hansjakob
Hans
aussenpolitik 4th
ath quarter 1973
des vatikans
Va tikans aussenpolifik
mundschau
europaeische
Europa eische rundschau
Rund schau 741 january march 1974
tikanische ostpolitik europaeiiche

on vatican
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resisted far more vigorously owing to its stronger international
ties with the vatican and a tradition of greater assertiveness
vis Aa vis the state communist success with protestant groups
has been mixed generally speaking the traditional calvinist
and lutheran protestants in eastern europe have close relations with similar foreign religious groups but at the same
tune they are less numerous and less centrally organized
birne
tirne
for the most part they have come under state control and receive
ceide state financial support in return for which they have had
to accept restrictions on their activities the more radical sects
have been perhaps the least willing to compromise and as a result have suffered the greatest persecution and restriction the
jehovah s witnesses and certain pentecostal groups have encountered the most severe penalties in many countries in
eastern europe for example they are legally prohibited
primarily because of their refusal to acknowledge loyalty to
the state to serve in the armed forces to salute the flag etc
the communist parties have in general been successful
in their attempts to dorni
nate the churches of eastern europe
dorninate
dominate
the weapons available to the state are formidable restrictions including imprisonment of church members and clergy
and the physical power to enforce state decisions and inducements financial support control over buildings used for
worship and permission to train clergy have been used in
carrot
carroi and stick fashion to secure compliance and establish
state control there are however individual variations the
polish catholics have retained the greatest freedom of action
and the rumanian orthodox church represents perhaps the
other end of the spectrum at which the church accepts state
control and cooperates with political authorities in achieving
communist goals n
NATIONAL

an

consciousness

AND

traditional VALUES

additional element which complicates the relationship
between religion and communism in eastern europe is the role
situation of the churches in eastern europe is discussed in the fol
slare behind the iron curtain
stale
lowing works vladimir gsovski ed church and state
new york frederick A praeger 1955 hugh seton watson the east eu
ap 28795 and the
popean reto
ropean
lution 3rd
london methuen 1956 pp
ard ed
revolution
Reio
serles east central europe
blumes in the series
olumes
chapters on religion in the various volumes
under the communists published by frederick A praeger in 1957 L A D
ajio
oslo
czechoslo
czechoilo
ulber eds Czech
spelber
spulber
dellin ed bulgaria vratislav busek and nicholas Sp
vagia
vakia stavro skendi ed albania oscar halecki ed poland and stephen A
vasia
vaila
fischer galati ed romania two noteworthy articles are stanislaw staron
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of religion as a primary element in determining the nationality
of the peoples of this region particularly in the balkan peninsula and poland in the balkans nationalism developed even
later than in central europe because the social conditions that
foster its rise were less advanced in areas which had been part
of the turkish empire the turks virtually eliminated the
local nobility as they conquered the balkans and controlled
their subjects indirectly through greek religious leaders
nationalism in the area was strongly influenced by religious
identification because the struggle against the turks was
linked to the struggle for church autonomy the serbian independence movement became a struggle to obtain a serbian
patriarchate greek national identity was maintained primarily
Montenegrins who were
montenegrino
through the greek orthodox church montenegrins
never officially subject to the turks were led by priest princes
who ruled in both secular and religious affairs the real beginning of bulgarian nationalism was the sultan s recognition
choats have the
serbs and croats
of the bulgarian exarchate in 1870 gerbs
serbs are ortsame racial origins and the same language but gerbs
choats are roman catholics the serbo croatian
hodox and croats
besnia herzegovina have preferred to
speaking moslems of bosnia
choats
serbs or croats
call themselves yugoslav moslems rather than gerbs
albanians are the exception about
in post war yugoslavia
70 per cent are moslem 20 per cent orthodox and 10 per
cent roman catholic
hence national identity in the former
turkish territories is primarily determined not by territorial
or ethnic considerations but by religion 12
in poland the catholic church and polish nationalism became linked in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
when the failure of attempts to bring about national unity
under the political leadership resulted in sentiment for unity
shifting to the polish catholic church and poles outside it
state church relations in poland world politics july 1969 and frank dinka sources of conflict between church and state in poland review of politics july 1966
for four interesting studies of this link between nationalism and religion
in the balkans see george G arnakis the role of religion in the development of balkan nationalism in charles and barbara jelavich eds the balkans
44
pp
ap 115
11544
in transition berkeley university of california press 1963
cu
florescu
radu R FIores
the uniate church catalyst of rumanian national conflores
review 45 no 105 july 1967
scious ness the slavonic and east european renew
sciousness
Turc zynsky nationalism and religion in eastern europe
turczynsky
42 emanuel turczynskyj
324
32442
86 and asen G dimof
pp
ap 468
erly 54 january 1972
dikof
46886
quarterly
east european Quarl
george S krakovski
kovski in the struggle for the Re establishment of the bulgarian
Ra
rakovski
202
1974 177
177202
church east european quarterly 8 no 2 june 1974177202

1974177
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were considered to have doubtful national loyalties this
trend was strengthened as first parts and eventually all of
poland became annexed to prussia russia and austria between 1772 and 1795 with the bulk of the polish population
and territory under protestant prussian and orthodox russian
control froni
from
froni 1795 until 1918 a primary distinguishing feature
tile polish nation was its catholic religion particularly in
tiie
of the
that part of the country dominated by prussia and later the
german empire religious channels were used for the expression of polish political views and the institutions of the
church were utilized to preserve polish culture the church
became the rallying point for polish nationalism and the struggle between german and pole became at least in part one
between prussian lutheranism and polish catholicism bismarck s policy of kulturkampf against the poles ultimately succeeded in strengthening polish nationalism and tied it more
closely to the catholic church in those parts of poland under
russian domination the struggle to control the restless poles
likewise assumed many of the features of an orthodox cath
olic conflict this very close identification between catholicism
and polish nationalism continued after the establishment of an
independent poland in 1918 and was one of the primary reasons for the strong position of the catholic church even after
the communist party came to power in 1945 13
because of the link between religion and national consciousness communist governments in eastern europe have on occasion made use of religion when it has served their goals
A classic instance was the creation of the macedonian orthodox church in yugoslavia the crux of the question is the nationa lity of the slavic inhabitants of macedonia an area that
tionality
has been the source of conflict between serbia yugoslavia
after 1918 and bulgaria for the last century
during the second world ward tito in line with his plan
to solve the yugoslav nationality problem by creating a federation of different national republics recognized the existence
of a macedonian nationality which was neither serb nor
bulgarian under communist direction a yugoslav people s
1944 linguists and
republic of macedonia was founded in 19
literati began the process of creating a separate macedonian
a discussion of nationalism and catholicism in poland see lech
Trzeci akowski
trzeciakowski
the prussian state and the catholic church in prussian poland
1914
slavic review 264 december 1967
1871
18711914

for
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literary language in 1945 historians began writing macedonian histories and a macedonian culture was developed
initially the bulgarian party accepted the existence of this
macedonian nationality but in 1956 it reversed its stand
during a period of strained relations between yugoslavia and
the soviet union in 1958 bulgarian leaders proclaimed the
population of macedonia to be bulgarian concerned that the
bulgarian claims might find an echo among some of the macedonian population the yugoslav league of communists approved the convening of a church conference which proclaimed the establishment of an independent macedonian
orthodox church the league of communists and the yugoslav government were deeply involved in its creation although
the basic hostility to religion was not altered the party however recognized the importance of religion as a means of affirming national existence and stimulating national consciousness the independent macedonian church was a means of emphasizing
pha sizing macedonian nationality and hence it was encouraged 14
in the soviet union as well religion and nationality have
tended to reinforce each other in both tsarist russia and the
soviet union however the russian orthodox church in the
interest of preserving its own power and the state in the interest of furthering its nationality policy have opposed autonomous orthodox churches for the non russian nationalities
particular objections were raised to the establishment of an
autonomous ukrainian church a separate ukrainian orthodox
church had been merged with the russian orthodox church in
1686
because the ukrainians are closest in culture and language to the great russians and represent the largest non
great russian nationality in the soviet union the desire to
integrate the ukrainians into the russian group has been an
element of both tsarist and soviet nationality policies similar
considerations underlie the opposition to separate status for
the byelorussian orthodox church which was terminated by
1930s after a short lived struggle
the soviet government in the 1950s
for autonomy autocephalous orthodox churches existed in
estonia where about one fifth of the population are orthodox and latvia where only about 9 per cent of the popu
on the creation of the macedonian orthodox church see stephen E
palmer jr and robert R king yugoslav communism and me
fhe macedonian
the
fion
Ques hion
question
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lation are orthodox during the period when these countries
were independent after 1918 but they were merged with the
russian orthodox church once the soviet union annexed
II
these baltic states during world war 11
the georgian orthodox church which was absorbed by
the russian orthodox church in 1811 shortly after the tsar
acquired georgia declared itself autocephalous in 1917 in the
confusion following the collapse of the tsarist government
domination
A century of russian dorni
nation however led to the russififrom the georgian
cation of the church and to its estrangement grom
population its independence was acknowledged by the russian
orthodox church in 1943 shortly after stalin had removed a
number of restrictions on the hierarchy of the latter although
there is no direct evidence linking him with the decision to acknowledge the georgian church in his youth stalin who was a
lie
ile
he had
seminary
inary in tiflis and lle
georgian had studied at a sern
firsthand knowledge of the conflict between the russian and
georgian churches
the armenian apostolic church which still retains certain historical distinctions from the orthodox churches has
also succeeded in maintaining its independent status in the
soviet union although its activity has been restricted by the
soviet government and its membership has suffered as a result
of antireligious campaigns conducted by the party the church
is a major factor in armenian national consciousness more
Armen ians live outside the soviet union than within its borarmenians
ders and hence the soviet government has found the church
Armen ians useful adjuncts
and its head the catholicos of all armenians
to soviet foreign policy 15
the proportion of roman catholics in the soviet union is
not large particularly since the uniate or eastern rite catholic
groups were forcibly merged with the russian orthodox
II nevertheless the population of
church after world war 11
the soviet republic of lithuania is about 80 per cent latin
rite catholic and lithuanian nationalism has been linked with
that religion the catholic hierarchy in lithuania has been
placed in a very awkward position soviet officials have demanded compliance with the government policy of discrediting
dissident elements but significant segments of the clergy and
population are pushing the hierarchy to represent lithuanian
armenian and orthodox churches in the soviet
ap 95127
75
95 127 and 150
15075
union see kolarz religion in the soviet union pp

for
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national interests more vigorously to soviet authorities the
pressure on the hierarchy was particularly intense in may 1972
when a wave of national and religious unrest swept the republic
immolated
lated himself in protest against
after a lithuanian student immo
soviet policies vis a vis the church
Mohamm edans constitute the second largest religious commobarnmedans
mohammedans
munity in the soviet union their primary influence is concentrated
cent rated among the less developed nationalities in the caucasian region and soviet central asia here again culture and
national consciousness are very closely tied to religion although the campaign against islam is pursued along much the
same lines as that against the christian religions soviet fortile
the campaign against
eign policy has occasionally required that tiie
lias
has sought to
the moslems be toned down when the USSR ilas
establish good relations with the moslem states in the middle
east and asia attempts have been made to soften the worst
islain policy in the case of the moslem
features of the antl
anti islam
moslenI
groups however an additional element has conditioned soviet
policies their religion is seen as one of the major impediments
to the social and economic modernization of the peoples of
islam As a result soviet policy vis a vis the moslems is based
on the assumption that mohammedanism encourages adhercustoms and is opposed to
ence to backward reactionary cu
storns
education and iimodern culture in discussing the problem as
16
noted that
it affects soviet central asia a soviet newspaper
newspaper16
old and harmful traditions cu
customs
storns and ceremonies are as a
rule linked with religious beliefs but our soviet way of life
demands new customs
the communist concern to eliminate traditional ways of
life and induce social and economic modernization is a serious
and sincere effort because religion and particularly islam
and other non christian religions tends to encourage and
perpetuate traditionalism the campaign against them in
central asia and the eastern soviet union is as much a function
tlle
the ideological drive for modernization as it is an effort to
of tile
promote atheism in their ideological activity the communist
tile
the link between ideological indoctriparties have emphasized tiie
nation and technical modernization making modernization
seem like the consequence of ideologically inspired action
tile
tiie organizational compulsion of the party for ideology ac
the
11

sovelskaya
sovetskaya
Sovet
Sovel
Kirg izia
sodel skaya
tesja kirgizia
tesfa
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becomes
cornes the source and means of modernization 1117
tion thus be
religion particularly the non christian variety is seen as an
obstacle to economic and social progress and the antireligious
becomes
cornes linked with the antitradition
struggle be
anti tradition campaign 18
1

LATTER DAY SAINTS AND EASTERN EUROPE
LATTERDAY

in light of the policies toward religious institutions in
communist eastern europe the injunction to preach the restored gospel to every nation kindred tongue and people is
at present difficult to obey in most cases religious belief and
worship are permitted within certain limits but the collection
and any disburden
disbursement
disbursen
lent of church funds are handled by the state
and the publication of religious literature is carefully controlled
and censored by government agencies these regulations would
cause difficulty but the church could probably live with them
the most serious obstacle is the general prohibition on pros
eluting the problem is not just the difficulty of bringing miselyting
mls
mis
slon
sion
aries
arles into eastern europe from other countries but the
nanes
sionaries
slo
sio
sionanes
restriction on proselyting generally As noted above the soviet
constitution of 1956
winch is still in force specifies that all
1936 which
citizens are entitled to freedom of religious worship and free
dom to engage in antireligious propaganda the right to engage in religious propaganda is not guaranteed and soviet
authorities have generally opposed or prohibited such activity
A representative of the church was told that the latter day
saints could have a meetinghouse in the soviet union but
missionaries would not be permitted 19 the other east euro
pean states also generally restrict religious proselyting in
rumania for example changing one s religion is made difficult
by administrative measures the baptist church there whose
situation is somewhat analogous to what the latter day saints
situation would be cannot baptize a new member without
first receiving permission from a local official of the department of cults and permission is generally given only for
20
21
aist
those who come from families that are already bap
tist
baptist20
Baptist
pouey pp
brzezinski ideology and power
ap 7980
79 80
one interesting study on the relationship between religion and social
change is ethel and stephen P dunn
religion as an instrument of culture
235
change the problem of the sects in the soiet
soviet
coiet union slavic review 23
solet
2333
september 1964
neus
newt church section 3 november 1973 p 10
Des eiel news
neut
deseret
def
josif
losif ton the present situation of the baptist church in rumania re
iosif
comman
st lands supplementary paper no I london centre for the
communist
ligion in commun
study of religion and communism november 1973 pp
12
ap 11
1112
1
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A related problem that would face the latter day saints
in initiating activity in eastern europe would be the small
number of local members of the church most communist
governments permit existing religious groups to practice their
faith but they are reluctant to permit the introduction of new
ones yugoslav government officials said for instance that
an LDS church would be given the same status as other
churches in yugoslavia but that it would have to be founded
and operated by yugoslav citizens 221 the only area of eastern
europe today with a sizable latter day saint community is
east germany where a number of prewar members of the
church have remained they
tiley are permitted to conduct services
tlley
and the dresden mission headed by an east german citizen
who is a member of the church is currently supervising their
organizations but the church is subject to a number of restrictions some of them severe 22 in the other countries of eastern
europe and the soviet union membership has never been
large and most latter day saints have now left these areas
the latter day saints connections with the united states
would also make the initiation of missionary work in eastern
europe more difficult although state to state relations between moscow and washington have improved considerably
in the last few years western influence is still seen as a challenge to communist ideology soviet attitudes have moved beyond the claim made in 1951 that mormon missionaries in finland were engaged in war propaganda kindling revanchist
revan chist
feelings maintaining active liaison with representatives of
outlawed fascist parties of finland etc 1223 nevertheless the
fact that the church headquarters are in the united states
that the bulk of the church membership lives there and that
the americas are considered to be the promised land would
make the task of the church more difficult
in order to lessen the identification of the church with
america if missionaries are eventually permitted to enter east
european countries they probably should be citizens of countries

other than the united states particularly the neutral european
states of austria switzerland finland and sweden even
more favorable would be the use of missionaries from other
deseret news church section 53 november 1973 p 10
22for
for a brief comment on the church in east germany see BYU today
4
5
1974
28 no 9 december 197
19745
izvestia 19 june 1951
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communist states if the opportunity for missionary work does
develop church members from east germany would be in the
best position to gain permission to preach the catholic church
and its current success in improving relations with the east
european governments might help the latter day saints if
agreement can be reached with the vatican which has extensive international influence agreement with the latter day
saints is also possible since mormon connections with salt lake
city would be seen as a threat of lower order
political conditions do not yet appear to be ripe for the
church to expand into eastern europe and the soviet union
however although the current climate of detente may mark the
beginning of a new period in which conditions may arise that
will ultimately permit this the process of improving soviet
american relations has begun and promises certain improvements in terms of a reduction of international tension the
soviet union and the east european countries are anxiously
taking steps to prevent western ideas from influencing their
internal development as they improve interstate relations with
the west nevertheless it seems probable that as interstate relations improve western ideas will more easily reach eastern
europe As progress is made toward detente increasing east
west contacts should provide an opportunity for citizens of
communist states to travel in the west and to meet westerners
who visit their countries which will create opportunities for
them to hear and accept the gospel missionary work in italy
gastarbe
Gast
Gas tarbe
arbeiter
iter living in
lter
for example started among the italian gastarbeiter
west germany in view of the large numbers of croatian
workers also in germany the way to begin missionary work
directed toward yugoslavia right now would be to develop
the larger
a program for these people in west germany
the number of church members in eastern europe the easier
it will be to secure permission to expand church activity and
ultimately introduce missionaries
although the communist party is currently the major obstacle to church activity in eastern europe it is the party itself
that is creating the conditions which may help the church to
be successful once the opportunity to proselyte presents itself
one of the more serious problems is the link between religion
and nationality in poland and the balkans at least changing
one s religion is almost the equivalent of denying one s nationa lity the communist governments have set in motion
tionality
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ornic changes that are beginning to weaken
social and econ
economic
this link however and the process of social and economic

modernization industrialization and urbanization that is taking
place under the communist aegis is likewise weakening the
traditional minded rural population which has been a primary
source of strength to the established churches in eastern europe the latter day saints have had considerable missionary
success among people who have found themselves separated
from their traditional society or who are searching for stability
in a world from which their traditional values have disappeared hence missionary work in urban areas has been more
successful than in rural areas conversions in nineteenth century england for instance were particularly rapid among the
lancasliire workers who were among those most affected by
lancashire
Ar
the industrial revolution and today latin america
nerica undergoing
the upheaval of modernization is one of the most rapidly expanding areas for the church and by encouraging social
political and economic change the communist parties in eastern europe are preparing the field for the harvest
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